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ABSTRACT

The Apl protein of bacteriophage 186 functions both
as an excisionase and as a transcriptional regula-
tor; binding to the phage attachment site (att), and
also between the major early phage promoters (pR-
pL). Like other recombination directionality factors
(RDFs), Apl binding sites are direct repeats spaced
one DNA helix turn apart. Here, we use in vitro bind-
ing studies with purified Apl and pR-pL DNA to show
that Apl binds to multiple sites with high cooperativ-
ity, bends the DNA and spreads from specific binding
sites into adjacent non-specific DNA; features that
are shared with other RDFs. By analysing Apl’s re-
pression of pR and pL, and the effect of operator mu-
tants in vivo with a simple mathematical model, we
were able to extract estimates of binding energies for
single specific and non-specific sites and for Apl co-
operativity, revealing that Apl monomers bind to DNA
with low sequence specificity but with strong cooper-
ativity between immediate neighbours. This model fit
was then independently validated with in vitro data.
The model we employed here is a simple but powerful
tool that enabled better understanding of the balance
between binding affinity and cooperativity required
for RDF function. A modelling approach such as this
is broadly applicable to other systems.

INTRODUCTION

Apl is one of the large family of recombination direction-
ality factors (RDFs) (1), that modulate the directionality
of site-specific recombination reactions catalysed by the ty-
rosine integrase/recombinase proteins (2). RDFs are small
proteins that bind to the DNA flanking the recombination
site and, by altering the DNA architecture or by interact-
ing with the integrase protein, facilitate the assembly of the
integrase complex to promote excision of the prophage.

RDFs appear to share a mode of DNA binding in which
protomers bind with high cooperativity in a head-to-tail
manner to tandem DNA repeats spaced one DNA turn
apart, shown for the archetypal RDF, Xis from � (3), as
well as for Gifsy-1 Xis (4) and Pukovnik Xis (5). The crys-
tal structure of P2 Cox has been solved in the absence of
DNA, revealing an extensive interaction with neighbour-
ing Cox protomers (i+1) and also interactions with i+2 (6).
Where examined, RDFs have been shown to cause large
bends in attachment site (att) DNA (� Xis (7–9), P2 Cox
(10), L5 Xis (11), P4 Vis (12), W� Cox (10), P22 Xis (13)
and Pukovnik Xis (5)). A cryo-EM structure of the Holliday
junction intermediate of the � excisive complex (9) revealed
three key roles for � Xis in formation of the complex, includ-
ing promoting integrase (Int) binding, mediating an Xis/Int
interface, and bending of att DNA to position the DNA
for cooperative Int binding. A crystal structure of � Xis,
showed three Xis monomers bound to the X1-X1.5-X2 sites
in attR causing a 72◦ non-planar bend in the DNA, leading
to the hypothesis that a twisted microfilament forms (14),
a hypothesis supported by DNA compaction studies on P2
Cox (15). Another apparent common feature of RDFs is re-
laxed DNA specificity, with binding at non-canonical DNA
sites seen in vitro at higher RDF concentrations. The crystal
structure of lambda Xis–DNA complex also showed fewer
sequence-specific contacts are made to the X1.5 site, com-
pared with the X1 and X2 sites (14). Based on amino acid se-
quence, Apl is an outlier in the RDF family (1) but appears
to fit this DNA binding pattern, being monomeric in solu-
tion (16) and binding to the 186 att site, along with the in-
tegrase protein (Int) and the integration host factor (IHF),
to five direct repeats sequences with 10–11 bp spacing (17)
(Figure 1).

A subset of RDFs also function as transcriptional regula-
tors. In the KlpE (18) and P4 (12) prophages, the promoter
for the integrase gene lies near the att site and is repressed
by binding of the RDF to its sites within att. Such regula-
tion is potentially widespread given the common proxim-
ity of att sites and int genes. Apl and other RDFs from
P2-like bacteriophages and P4 also regulate transcription
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Figure 1. (A) Map indicating the location of Apl binding sites in bacteriophage 186. The centre of the diagram shows the switch region of 186, where the
lytic pR promoter and the lysogenic pL promoter are arranged in a convergent orientation. There are seven Apl operators (indicated by green lines) located
between the pR and pL promoters, and five Apl operators located at attP. Individual Apl operator sequences are six base pairs long, present in a direct
repeat arrangement. At attP, the IHF sites are shown in blue and Integrase binding sites shown in tan (core site) and purple (arm sites). (B) Logo plot (47)
representing the consensus of all Apl operator sequences from coliphage 186.

at locations well away from their attachment sites. These
HTH-motif proteins are each encoded by the first gene of
the phage early lytic operon and regulate the balance be-
tween lytic and lysogenic transcription, using recognition
sequences of similar sequence and arrangement to the att
sequences (19–21). In the P2-like phages, these RDF bind-
ing sequences typically lie between and overlapping the lytic
and lysogenic promoters, which are arranged face-to-face
and separated by 40–60 bp (22,23). In 186, the region be-
tween the pR lytic promoter and the pL lysogenic promoter
contains seven Apl recognition sequences that, like the sites
at attP, are direct repeats with 10–11 bp spacing (Figure 1).
Apl binding represses both promoters (17); however, whilst
Apl has a clear function at the att site as an excisionase (19),
the function of its repressive activity at pR and pL is not well
understood.

To better understand the mechanism of action and func-
tion of Apl, particularly with regard to its regulation of
lytic and lysogenic transcription, we further investigated
its mode of DNA binding. We show that purified Apl
binds at pR-pL with high cooperativity, bends the DNA
and spreads from specific binding sites into adjacent non-
specific DNA. Although we were unable to detect Apl
binding to a single site, we were able to use a simple
mathematical model to extract estimates of binding ener-
gies for specific and non-specific sites and cooperativity
by measuring Apl binding in vitro and in vivo to differ-
ent numbers and arrangements of DNA sites. Each Apl
monomer binds to DNA with low sequence specificity but
with strong cooperativity between immediate neighbouring
monomers.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Assay and expression strains

NK7049 (�lacIZYA) X74 galOP308 StrR Su− from R. Si-
mons (24) was the host strain for all LacZ assays. DH5� and
XLI-blue were hosts for recombinant DNA work. Strains
were grown at 37◦C in lysogeny broth (LB), with the addi-
tion of ampicillin (100 �g ml−1 for pZE15 based plasmids)
and kanamycin (50 �g ml ml−1 for pUHA1) where neces-
sary.

pZE15-Plac-LacZ was constructed by inserting the lacZ
gene into the BamHI and Hind-III sites of the ampicillin
resistant, colE1 based plasmid pZE15 (25). Lac repressor
was supplied by pUHA-I, a p15A based plasmid encoding
kanamycin resistance and carrying the wild-type lacI gene
and promoter, obtained from H. Bujard (Heidelberg Uni-
versity, Germany).

Chromosomally integrated LacZ reporters were NK7049
(�RS45�YA pBC2-based or pMMR9-R) based 186 pR-
or 186 pL-lacZ reporters. The pR- and pL-lacZ reporter
plasmids were created as described in (26). These plasmid-
based lacZ fusions were then transferred to the lacZ re-
porter phage �RS45�YA for insertion into the Escherichia
colichromosome. Plasmid-containing strains were infected
with �RS45�YA, and blue plaque-forming phage amongst
the progeny were identified and purified on NK7049, on
plates containing X-gal (24). Lysogenising NK4079 with
the reporter phage ensures that the reporters are all located
at an identical position (att lambda) in the chromosome.
Chromosomal integrants were checked for monolysogens
by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (27).
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Apl was supplied to the reporter strains by pZE15Apl, a
colE1 based plasmid (25), where Apl expression was under
control of the plac promoter. The parental pZE15 plasmid
was used as an Apl− control. Reporter strains also carried
the pUHA-1 plasmid, as a source of lac repressor. Thus,
Apl expression was controlled by addition of isopropyl-�-
D-thiogalactoside (IPTG) to the growing culture, and pro-
moter activities assayed in a microtiter plate format, accord-
ing to Palmer et al. (28).

In vitro DNA binding assays

Gel mobility shift assays. For gel shift assays, double
stranded DNA fragments with one strand 32P end-labelled
were generated by PCR in which one of the primers had
been 32P end-labelled using polynucleotide kinase. The dou-
ble stranded 32P-labelled PCR product was purified by poly-
acrylamide gel electrophoresis, the DNA eluted from the
gel slice overnight at 37◦C, ethanol precipitated and resus-
pended in binding buffer before use.

The DNA sequences of the oligonucleotides used in bind-
ing assays are given in Supplementary Figure S1.

Binding reactions (10 �l) were prepared by addition of
DNA (∼300 cpm), Apl (exhaustively dialysed against 50
mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.5), 0.1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic
acid (EDTA), 10% (v/v) glycerol, 150 mM NaCl (TEG
150)) and binding buffer (TEG150). Reactions were left on
ice for at least 30 min to allow attainment of equilibrium,
and 6 �l loaded onto running polyacrylamide (0.5 × TBE)
gels containing 10% glycerol. For binding to short DNA
fragments, 15% gels were used, whilst 8% gels were used for
DNA bending assays. Gels were electrophoresed at 4◦C at
constant current (20 mA) for ∼2 h. Upon completion of
electrophoresis, gels were dried, exposed to a phosphorim-
ager screen and quantitated using the volume integration
feature of Imagequant (Molecular Dynamics) or Imagelab
(BioRad) software.

The fraction of DNA bound in each lane was calculated
as (counts for the retarded band)/(counts for the whole
lane), and corrected for a small degree of protein indepen-
dent smearing using a no protein control lane. The DNA
concentration was sufficiently low that total protein concen-
tration could be substituted for free protein concentration.

Bending assay. DNA fragments containing 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7
Apl binding sites (Supplementary Figure S1) were prepared
by annealing complementary oligonucleotides and ligating
into the blunt Hpa I site of pBend 5 (29). The region of this
plasmid containing 17 circularly permuted restriction sites
and the Apl binding sites were then amplified by PCR using
primers pBend SK (TAGTGGATCCCCCGGGCTGCA)
and pBend KS (CGACGGTATCGATAAGCTTGG). This
fragment was labelled by inclusion of 32P �-ATP (10 �Ci)
in the PCR reaction. The PCR product was purified by
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and an aliquot digested
in 10 �l reactions with MluI, EcoRV or BamHI. Diges-
tion produced three fragments, including a fragment con-
taining the Apl binding site located at either the left end,
centre or right end within the fragment. A total of 2 �l
of this digest was used in binding reactions for determina-
tion by gel shift assay of the electrophoretic mobility of the

protein–DNA complex. Binding reactions were performed
in TEG 50 buffer and contained 3.2 �M Apl. Samples were
loaded on 8% polyacrylamide, 0.5 × TBE gels containing
10% glycerol and run at 20 mA constant current and 4◦C.
Loading dye was run in a separate lane. Following elec-
trophoresis, gels were dried, exposed to a phosphor imager
screen and DNA mobility quantitated using Imagequant
software (Molecular Dynamics). The apparent bend angles
were quantitated according to Equation (1):

μM

μE
= cos

(α

2

)
(1)

where, α is the bend angle and μM and μE are the rela-
tive mobility of DNA fragments containing the binding site
at the middle and at the end of the fragment, respectively
(7,29). Apparent bend angles were calculated from the mean
of four independent experiments.

DNAseI footprinting. Experiments were performed essen-
tially according to (30), with modifications described by
(31). This method uses magnetic beads to facilitate sam-
ple preparation. Double stranded DNA fragments for foot-
printing were prepared by PCR using a 32P end-labelled
primer and a biotinylated unlabelled primer (biotin-RSP).
The PCR reaction (20 �l) was passed over a PCR purifi-
cation spin column (Geneworks, Adelaide) to remove any
unincorporated biotinylated primer which would compete
with full length product for binding to the beads. The elu-
ate from the spin column (60 �l) was added to 75 �l of
streptavidin-coated magnetic beads (Dynabeads, Dynal),
prepared according to the manufactures recommendations
and incubated for 1 h at room temperature to allow the bi-
otinylated, radiolabelled PCR product to bind. The beads
were then washed several times, resuspended in 50–100 �l
binding buffer and stored at 0◦C for up to 1 week. Bead
DNA (5 �l, ∼6000 cpm) was added to binding buffer con-
taining appropriate Apl concentrations, in a total volume
of 40 �l. The footprint binding buffer consisted of 50 mM
Tris–HCl (pH 7.5), 0.1 mM EDTA, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 75
mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2 1.5 mM CaCl2 1 �M bovine
serum albumin (BSA). These binding reactions were incu-
bated at 37◦C for at least 30 min to allow attainment of equi-
librium, prior to addition of DNase 1 (0.5 ng). The DNase 1
reaction was allowed to proceed for exactly 10 min at 37◦C
before being stopped with 50 �l of stop solution (4M NaCl,
100 mM EDTA). The beads were washed once with 100 �l
of 2M NaCl, 20 mM EDTA, once with 100 �l of 10 mM
Tris–Cl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0 and resuspended in 6 �l of
loading buffer (90% formamide, 10 mM EDTA). The reac-
tions were heated to 90◦C for 3 min and 5 �l loaded im-
mediately onto a 6% denaturing polyacrylamide gel. Elec-
trophoresis was at 1500 V (constant voltage) for ∼2 h. Fol-
lowing electrophoresis, gels were dried onto filter paper, ex-
posed overnight to a phosphor imager screen and viewed us-
ing Imagequant. Apl concentrations used in the footprints
were: 3000, 2000, 1000, 794, 631, 500, 400, 319, 100 and
10 nM.

In vivo Apl expression system. Apl expression from
pZE15Apl was controlled from the pLac promoter by
Lac repressor supplied by pUHA-1. Relative expression of
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Apl from pZE15Apl in NK7049 �RS45�YA-pMRR9R-
MMpR+pL+.lacZ from the pLac promoter at 0, 3.6, 5.4,
7.2, 9, 13.5, 18, 20, 27, 40, 60 and 100 �M IPTG was de-
termined by comparison with lacZ expression from pZE15-
plac-LacZ in NK7049 (Supplementary Figure S2). Data
was pooled from assays performed on two to three different
days, each with four biological replicates. For each dataset,
the Apl-containing lacZ reporter value was divided by the
mean parental (no Apl) plasmid value for that IPTG con-
centration, and relative repression pooled. The 95% confi-
dence intervals of the pooled data were calculated, and rel-
ative repression curves plotted with y-axis error bars being
95% confidence intervals in relative repression value and x-
axis error bars being 95% confidence intervals in pLac pro-
moter activity.

Statistical mechanical modelling

We have taken a statistical mechanical approach to mod-
elling both in vivo and in vitro Apl binding data, where the
relative probability of each possible species in the proposed
binding model is explicitly considered (32–35).

In vivo modelling. Initial modelling aimed to fit the in vivo
LacZ reporter data, using the seven specific Apl sites be-
tween the pR and pL promoters and two non-specific flank-
ing sites on either side of the specific sites, making a total
of 11 sites. All possible Apl bound states could then be de-
scribed as an 11 digit binary number, with a 1 if Apl is bound
that site or a 0 if Apl is not, resulting in 211 ( = 2048) differ-
ent Apl bound states.

The weight for each of these states was stored in an ar-
ray 211 long. Each state is given the initial weight of 1, for
each non-specific site occupied each weight multiplied by
cU, where U is the non-specific binding parameter, and c is
the concentration, and multiplied by c(B+U), where B is the
specific binding parameter. For all states, where any site, i,
and neighbouring site, i+1, are bound by Apl, the weight is
multiplied by the cooperatively parameter, F.

Binding at the first two non-specific and the first two spe-
cific sites (i.e. sites 1–4) was considered to compete with
RNA polymerase (RNAP) at the pR promoter, and the
last two non-specific and last specific sites (i.e. sites 9–11)
considered to compete at the pL promoter, where RNAP
covers at least −45 to +10 of a promoter region. Addi-
tional states were defined where RNAP could bind to pR
when sites 1–4 were not bound by Apl and multiplied by
a pR binding parameter, R. The same was done with pL
with a pL binding parameter, L. This makes the reason-
able assumption that RNAP is at a fixed cellular concen-
tration. Transcription, hence LacZ gene expression from ei-
ther the pR or pL promoter is considered to occur from all
states where RNAP can bind the promoter, hence relative
expression is proportional to the probability of RNAP be-
ing at the promoter. The probability of RNAP occupying
the promoter was determined as the sum of all states where
RNAP is at the promoter, divided by the sum of all possible
states. To relate this to relative expression Lac Z data, this
is normalized by a constant that is related to pR and pL,
such that at an Apl concentration of 0, relative expression
is 1.

Fitting in vivo repression data. Four constructs were as-
sayed for Apl binding, each with a different number of spe-
cific sites from the seven present in wild-type. The arrange-
ments were:

pR 00111111100 pL
pR 00110101100 pL
pR 00110001100 pL
pL 00111111100 (-pR),

where 0 is a non-specific site, 1 is a specific site, pR rep-
resents a pR promoter, pL represents a pL promoter, (-pR)
represents a mutant inactive pR promoter and the promoter
on the left indicates the promoter from which the LacZ re-
porter is expressed.

Each different arrangement of Apl sites was modelled
as described above, and the relative expression curves were
globally fit.

Data fitting. The model was fitted to experimental data
derived from LacZ assays. In these assays, a LacZ reporter
gene was expressed from either a pR or a pL promoter in-
tegrated into the bacterial chromosome. Apl was supplied
from an IPTG inducible promoter on a separate plasmid,
pZE15Apl. Each LacZ assay was repeated on 8–12 biolog-
ical replicates, and relative expression was determined for
each IPTG concentration by dividing by the value at 0 �M
IPTG for each replicate. Values for all replicates were used
in data fitting, with the error between the model and data
for each dataset divided by the total number of points in
that dataset.

The minimum error was found using a combined random
Monte Carlo and linear search method. Random parame-
ter guesses were made, and the best guesses were used as
starting guesses for linear optimization. The advantage of
this method is that it avoids local minima, whilst search-
ing a wide range of parameter values. Initially, 1000 random
guesses were taken, and the error minimized with the fmin-
con function of MATLAB. This was performed 100 times.
The error as a function of each parameter value was exam-
ined, the bounds of the random guesses updated and the
minimization was performed an additional 200 times. Val-
ues for both rounds were pooled together, and each parame-
ter plotted against the error to assess convergence. Plotting
each parameter value against the error for the 300 rounds
of minimization clearly showed convergence to the low-
est error (Supplementary Figure S3). The twenty fits with
the lowest errors were then averaged and the standard de-
viation determined, resulting in B = 4.55 (±0.53) × 10−5

Apl expression units, U = 0.99 (±0.09) × 10−5 Apl expres-
sion units, F = 50.7 (±7.9), pR = 6.88 (±1.09), pL = 0.29
(±0.15), with an error of 0.37.

The parameter values with the lowest 100 errors were also
plotted to investigate parameter correlations (Supplemen-
tary Figure S4). The effect of parameter variation was also
examined, where for clarity the species distribution a three
site operator sequence was simulated, varying one parame-
ter at a time by ±1 standard deviation.

Fitting of in vitro data. Fitting of in vitro binding data was
used as an independent test of the binding model.
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Firstly, this was done using gel shift data. Gel shift data
was quantified with Imagequant software. The total volume
of each lane and the volume of the free DNA of each lane
was quantified separately, corresponding to total loaded
DNA and unbound DNA. The fraction of free DNA was
determined as the amount of unbound DNA divided by
the total loaded DNA. The amount of free DNA decreased
with increasing Apl concentration, down to a limit which
corresponds to a small proportion of DNA that is not an-
nealed correctly and hence is unable to bind Apl. The frac-
tion of free DNA was then normalized to 1 when the Apl
concentration was 0, and normalized to 0 when free DNA
plateaus. This was done for the seven site gel shift data, for
concentrations 0, 50, 100, 200, 400, 800 and 1600 nM of
Apl.

As gel shift data was used as an independent measure of
the predictive power of the model, the mean of the param-
eter values for B, U, and F from the in vivo fitting, given
above, were used. The promoter parameters pR and pL were
not used as RNA polymerase is not present in the gel shift
assays. To convert B and U into nM units from Lac units,
these were multiplied by a calibration factor, d, which was
determined by fitting the seven site gel shift data for free
DNA using linear optimization, resulting in a fit value of d
= 1.75. The resultant fit to the seven site data was excellent,
considering only the concentration was rescaled resulting in
B = 79 700 M−1 and U = 17 300 M−1.

These same parameter values were used to calculate the
distributions of bound species, as a function of Apl concen-
tration, for all fragments used in gel shift assays.

RESULTS

Three adjacent operators are required for efficient Apl bind-
ing in vitro

Purified, refolded Apl protein (16) was used in gel shift as-
says to determine the number and arrangement of recog-
nition sequences needed for efficient binding to the pR-pL
region in vitro (Figure 2). Binding was detected only when
three or more operators were present, suggesting that Apl
binding is highly cooperative. The apparent KD decreased
as the number of operators was increased. When six or
seven operators were present, multiple shifted species were
observed, demonstrating multiple, distinct relatively stable
Apl–DNA complexes.

To examine whether cooperation between multiple oper-
ators is adjacent or longer range, binding was tested us-
ing DNAs with combinations of intact and mutated Apl
recognition sequences. These were designated 101, 1101
and 10101, where 1 indicates an intact operator and 0 in-
dicates a scrambled site. No binding was detected to any
of these fragments (Figure 2G–I). The binding to the 111
fragment, but lack of binding to the fragment contain-
ing scrambled sites, indicates that three adjacent operators
are needed for efficient binding in vitro. A gel shift exper-
iment using the five operators at attP (Figure 2J) showed
a similar binding pattern to that seen using the central
five operators at pR-pL, indicating a similar mechanism of
binding.

Apl bends DNA upon binding

As DNA bending appears to be a conserved property of
the tyrosine integrase family of RDF proteins, the ability
of Apl to bend DNA was tested more directly using the ‘cir-
cularly permuted gel shift’ technique (Figure 3) (29,36–37).
Fragments containing three, four, five, six or seven adjacent
operators from pR-pL were tested. Retardation of the frag-
ments differed markedly depending on the position of the
set of binding sites within the fragment, suggestive of bend-
ing. The calculated bend angle (from Equation 1) for the
3-operator segment was 87±1◦ (Figure 3). This value is sim-
ilar to the 72◦ seen in the crystal structure of � Xis bound
to three adjacent sites (14), though smaller than the 120◦
estimate using a similar gel shift technique (7). Increased
apparent bend angles were obtained for the four-, five- and
six-operator segments, with a possible slight decrease for the
seven-operator segment (Figure 3). These bends are of sim-
ilar magnitude to those seen using the same technique with
P22 Xis (13), P2 Cox (10) and Puckovnik Xis (5) at their
attachment sites. As the angle estimate is based on an as-
sumption of a planar bend, which may not be the case for
DNA with multiple Apl operators, these changes in appar-
ent bending indicate only that the architecture of the DNA
changes with increasing bound Apl.

Apl binding spreads into adjacent non-specific sites

Whilst Apl DNase I footprinting performed by (17) re-
vealed protections and enhancements that extended be-
yond the specific binding sites at pR-pL and at attP, these
assays were performed with crude cell extracts and with
native 186 sequences flanking the operator DNA. Hence,
the observed DNA alterations may have been due to pro-
teins other than Apl or to Apl binding to cryptic operators
within the 186 sequence. To test for spreading of Apl bind-
ing into adjacent non-specific sequences, DNAse I foot-
printing was repeated using purified Apl and with either
three (Figure 4A) or five (Figure 4B) adjacent Apl opera-
tors embedded in non-186 DNA. In both cases, the periodic
protections and enhancements previously observed within
the Apl operators (17) were apparent. Furthermore, pro-
tections continued on either side of the specific sequences,
showing Apl spreading to non-specific sites in the vector
DNA, with the extent of spreading increasing with Apl
concentration.

Interestingly, there is no sharp transition between occu-
pation of the specific operator sites and occupation of the
adjacent non-specific sites. That is, protection of the flank-
ing DNA begins at Apl concentrations at which the oper-
ator sites are not fully occupied. This suggests that Apl’s
affinity for its operators is not substantially greater than
for non-specific sites. If these affinities were very different,
then one would have expected that some Apl concentrations
would give strong protection of the operator sites with very
little spreading.

These results show that, like other RDFs, Apl binding at
specific sites can seed spreading of Apl into adjacent non-
specific sites, and indicate strong binding cooperativity and
weak discrimination between the operator sites and non-
specific DNA.
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Figure 2. Apl DNA binding to DNA. DNA gel shift assays using DNA oligomers containing three to seven Apl (A–F) binding sites. Binding was assayed
to DNA fragments with various combinations of specific and non-specific sites; 101 (G), 1101 (H) and 10101 (I), where 1 represents a specific Apl operator
and 0 represents a scrambled operator. An assay was also performed on a fragment containing the five specific operators from the attP site (J). Apl
concentrations were 6400, 3200, 1600, 800, 400, 200 and 100 nM. Dots next to a gel indicate the presence of a different protein–DNA species.
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Figure 3. DNA bending assay. (A) The arrangement of Apl binding sites at the ends or centre of the DNA fragment allows estimation of DNA bending
angle from gel shift assays. (B–F) shows the gel shifts in the absence and presence of 3.2 �M Apl for fragments containing 3–7 Apl operators. M, E and
B indicate the fragment corresponding to digestion with MluI, EcoRV or BamHI, as in panel A. (G) Summary of apparent bend angles derived from the
bending assays. Errors are confidence limits based on four independent experiments.

Effect of operator mutations on Apl repression of the pR and
pL promoters in vivo

To examine the role of cooperative binding of Apl on its
activity at pR-pL, we used lacZ reporter constructs carry-
ing mutations at the central three Apl operators (Figure 5).
Three different fragments were tested: 1111111 (wild-type
(WT), bearing operators 1–7), 1101011 (operators 3 and 5
scrambled) and 1100011 (operators 3, 4 and 5 scrambled).
Fragments oriented to report either pR activity or pL activ-
ity were fused to lacZ in a lambda prophage, as described
in Materials and Methods. The pL reporter carried muta-
tions inactivating pR, in order to remove pR’s inhibition
of pL by transcriptional interference (38). There is no re-
ciprocal interference of pL on pR (38). Apl was supplied
from a multicopy plasmid (pZE15Apl) under plac/IPTG
control. We have not measured absolute Apl concentra-
tions resulting from this expression system, however relative
Apl expression was quantitated by constructing an equiva-
lent pZE15-plac.lacZ plasmid and assaying LacZ activity
in response to IPTG (Supplementary Figure S2). Thus, rel-
ative Apl concentrations are given in terms of expression
units.

Induction of Apl expression with IPTG resulted in re-
pression of both pR and pL (Figure 5A). Promoter expres-
sion is expressed relative to the Apl minus control plas-
mid (∼800 units for pR, ∼100 units for pL(pR–)). Wild-

type pR was repressed by Apl to ∼0.4 of unrepressed and
wild-type pL(pR–) to ∼0.2, a difference in sensitivity con-
sistent with previous observations (19). Testing the effect of
the 11001011 and 1100011 operator mutations on pR re-
pression showed that in both mutants repression was much
weaker but was still detectable at the highest Apl concentra-
tions (Figure 5A).

Modelling of Apl repression of pR and pL

To achieve a more quantitative understanding of the mech-
anism of Apl regulation of pR and pL, we tested whether a
simple statistical mechanical model of Apl DNA binding
could explain the reporter data and quantify cooperativ-
ity and DNA binding affinity. The pR-pL region was mod-
elled as comprising seven specific Apl operators (O1-O7),
two non-specific Apl binding sites on each side (N-1, N0,
N8 and N9) and two RNAP binding sites (Figure 5B). Apl
binding at operator site O1 and O2 was assumed to compete
with RNAP binding at pR, since the conserved sequences
lies at pR –1 to –6, and +5 to +10, respectively, as was bind-
ing to the two non-specific sites N-1 and N0 adjacent to site
1. The conserved 6 bp O7 sequence lies at pL +3 to +8 and
Apl binding to this site or the adjacent non-specific N8 and
N9 sites was also assumed to compete with RNAP binding
to pL (Figure 1).
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Figure 4. DNAse I footprinting shows spreading of Apl binding into surrounding DNA of unrelated sequence. DNA containing either (A) three or (B)
five Apl operator sequences was embedded into unrelated DNA sequence (pBluescript plasmid). DNaseI footprint reactions, examining the equivalent of
the 186 top strand, were performed as described in ‘Materials and Methods’ section. The leftmost lane in each gel contained no Apl. Apl concentrations
were 3000, 2000, 1000, 794, 631, 500, 400, 319, 100 and 10 nM (left to right). The four lanes on the right hand side of each gel contain dideoxy sequencing
reactions as indicated. At the side of each gel the rectangles indicate the region of DNA corresponding to Apl operator sequences, and the black lines indicate
sequence corresponding to plasmid DNA. The dots represent the characteristic enhancements of DNAse I cleavage seen with Apl binding, indicative of
distortion of the DNA (17).

All possible states were then defined and given a statistical
weight based on the interactions present (Figure 5B). Bind-
ing of an Apl monomer to an operator was given a statistical
weight [Apl].B, where B is the specific association constant,
and [Apl] is a scaled Apl concentration. Non-specific Apl
binding of an Apl monomer was given a weight [Apl].U,
where U is the non-specific association constant. A coop-
eration parameter, F, was applied for two adjacent bound
Apl monomers. RNAP binding to the pR and pL promot-
ers was given weights R and L, respectively, combining the
unknown but constant cellular concentration of RNAP and
unknown RNAP binding constants to the promoters. Based
on these parameters, a weight for each of the 2448 possible
states can be calculated. The probability of any state occur-
ring is the weight of that state divided by the sum of the
weights for all states. The activity of each promoter was as-
sumed to be proportional to the sum of the probabilities of
all the states where the RNAP is bound to the promoter.
Thus, possible specific effects of Apl on transcription ini-
tiation, promoter clearance or elongation were ignored. A
scaling factor for each promoter was applied to set its activ-
ity in the absence of Apl to 1.

The model parameters were adjusted to optimize the fit
to the complete set of in vivo repression data, using a com-
bined Monte-Carlo/linear optimization approach (Supple-
mentary Figures S3 and 4). The repression of the WT
pL(pR−) and WT pR reporters by Apl are reproduced well
at higher [Apl] concentrations, however, the model predicts

a greater difference between the 1101011 and 1100011 re-
porters than is seen in the data (Figure 5A). The obtained
Apl binding constants were B = 4.55 (±0.53) × 10−5 and U
= 0.99 (±0.09) × 10−5 (Apl expression units)−1. Thus, the
KD for monomer binding to a single operator is ∼22 000 Apl
expression units (1/B). Since the maximum in vivo Apl con-
centration, produced from pLac on a multicopy plasmid,
was ∼15-fold less than this (1500 expression units; Supple-
mentary Figure S2), it is clear that binding to a single op-
erator is weak. The RNAP binding values were fit as R =
6.88 (±1.09), and L = 0.29 (±0.15) and although these val-
ues are harder to interpret as they are used to normalize the
binding curves, the fact R is larger than L is consistent with
pR being a stronger promoter.

Remarkably, non-specific binding is predicted to be only
∼4.5-fold weaker than specific binding. The fitted value for
cooperativity, F = 50.7 (±7.9), equivalent to a free energy
(�G = -RT lnF) (32,39) of −2.4 kcal/mol, reflects a large
contribution to Apl binding from cooperativity between ad-
jacent monomers. The apparent KD for cooperative bind-
ing to two operators becomes ∼3100 expression units, only
twice the maximum expression level, whilst for three opera-
tors, the apparent KD is ∼1600 expression units. For seven
consecutive operators, the apparent KD falls to ∼750 ex-
pression units.

We explored more complex versions of the model, such
as having different site binding strength according to se-
quence variation and adding in an additional cooperation
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Figure 5. Mechanistic modelling of Apl DNA binding. (A) Upper panel: LacZ reporters measure Apl’s function as a repressor of the switch region, where it
represses both pR and pL. In the pR reporter, pR drives expression of a LacZ reporter gene. The pR construct was also made with operators 3 and 5, and
3, 4 and 5 scrambled. In the pL reporter, pL drives the expression of LacZ, with the pR promoter mutated to prevent transcriptional interference. Lower
panel: LacZ reporter data, with the model fit shown as solid lines. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. (B) Explanation of model parameters, R
and L for RNAP binding to pR and pL respectively, B and U, for specific and non-specific DNA binding respectively, scaled by Apl concentration. When
two Apl monomers are bound adjacently, this is further multiplied by the cooperativity parameter, F. More complex states are described by multiplication
of these parameters.

term as the P2 Cox structure suggests an i+2 contact (6),
but these models did not converge to one unique solution
and did not significantly improve the data fit. Although the
parameter values obtained with the more complex models
were often different, the basic observations of high cooper-
ativity and low discrimination were robust. Thus, a simple
model of Apl binding applied to the in vivo repression data
was able to confirm the qualitative conclusions from the gel
shift and footprinting experiments that Apl binds with high
cooperativity and with low discrimination between specific
and non-specific sites.

Modelling in vitro Apl-DNA binding

To test whether the Apl binding model is consistent with the
in vitro Apl binding data, we tested whether it could repro-
duce key features of both the gel shift and DNAseI foot-
printing data.

To obtain binding constants in units of Apl concentra-
tion, rather than Apl expression units, the value of B was
fitted to the 7-operator gel shift binding data, holding B/U
and F fixed (‘Materials and Methods’ section). The fraction
of DNA remaining unbound in the Apl 7 gel shift (Figure
2) was quantified, the number of Apl sites in the model was

set to 7, and the model modified by removing all species in-
volving RNAP. This gave association constants B = 79,700
M−1 and U = 17 300 M−1and a good match to the Apl 7
data (Figure 6A).

These in vitro derived parameters were then used to pre-
dict binding patterns as a function of Apl concentration for
each of the other fragments used in gel shifts (Figure 2),
each time adjusting the model for the numbers of operators
and the presence (where applicable) of scrambled sites. The
results, over a range of Apl concentrations, are plotted in
Figure 6A. The first point to note is that, as expected, the
apparent KD, defined as the Apl concentration which gives
50% of DNA unbound, decreases as the number of spe-
cific sites increases. This is mirrored in the gel shifts with in-
tact operators, where the apparent KD decreases from ∼800
nM for the three operator fragment to ∼275 nM for the
seven operator fragment. Although the model does predict
some weak binding to a two site fragment, we did not detect
this experimentally in the gel shift. It is likely that there is
rapid dissociation of weakly bound Apl during the course
of the in vitro gel shift experiment. In contrast, in the in
vivo promoter repression experiments, molecular crowding
(40) will tend to favour association of the protein–DNA
interactions.
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Figure 6. Model prediction of Apl binding. The model was used to predict
the proportion of free DNA as a function of Apl concentration with dif-
ferent numbers of Apl operators, shown in solid coloured lines, for models
with two to seven specific sites (A). The seven site gel shift data that was
used to calibrate the Apl concentration range is shown with black circles.
Data from the three site gel shift experiment are shown with blue circles.
In panel B, the predicted distributions of binding stoichiometry to the full
seven operators are shown, whilst panel C shows an enlargement of the Apl
concentration regime for the Apl7 model, where several species of different
stoichiometries are predicted to co-exist.

The model allows us to calculate the relative proportion
of all the possible states, and hence calculate the proportion
of each Apl binding stoichiometry (Figures 6 and 7; Sup-
plementary Figures S5 and 6). Both the experiments (Fig-
ure 2) and the simulations indicate that Apl binding is much
stronger when there are adjacent specific sites. Although the

101, 1101 and 10101 fragments are predicted by the model
to bind Apl at high Apl concentrations, the overall affin-
ity was very much weakened. Whilst our model assumes for
simplicity a constant cooperativity value (F) between adja-
cently bound Apl monomers, it is possible that cooperativ-
ity between a specifically bound Apl and an Apl bound to a
scrambled site is weaker. However, the species distributions
are not particularly sensitive to variations in the fitted values
of B, U and F, illustrated by recalculating the distributions
when holding two of the parameters fixed, and varying the
third, up or down, by one standard deviation (Supplemen-
tary Figure S7).

Thus, the model reproduced the binding affinity changes
observed in the in vitro gel shift data reasonably well. In ad-
dition, the fitting enables the affinity of Apl to a single site
to be calculated. The binding of Apl to a single operator is
very weak, with an estimated KD of 12.5 �M. As a result
of the moderate level of cooperativity between bound Apl
monomers, the modelling also predicts that at intermediate
Apl concentrations (∼0.2–0.7 �M), where all operators are
not occupied, significant fractions of species with different
numbers of bound Apl monomers should be present (Figure
6B and C). Indeed, consistent with the predicted distribu-
tion of species, two retarded bands were seen for fragments
containing three, four or five operators, and more than three
bands were apparent with the six- and seven-site fragments.
Uncertainty in how the various Apl–DNA complexes mi-
grate in the gel means it is not possible to assign bands to
specific species.

We also used the model to simulate Apl spreading in the
DNase I footprints. Two non-specific sites were placed on
each side of three and five specific operators, and the prob-
ability for each of the sites to be occupied was calculated
over a range of Apl concentrations. The result is depicted
in ‘footprint form’, showing the expected spreading and
the lack of a clear boundary between the specific and non-
specific sites (Figure 7), comparable to the corresponding
experimental footprint data (Figure 4).

DISCUSSION

Apl’s DNA binding mode

DNase I footprints of Apl at its binding sites at pR-pL
and at attP are indicative of Apl binding on the inside face
of bent DNA (17). Our results and previous studies estab-
lish a number of features of Apl DNA binding, many or
all of which are shared with other well-studied RDFs (1–
2,5,9,12–14,20,41): (i) the operators are arranged as direct
repeats, spaced roughly one turn of the DNA helix apart,
presumably with one monomer bound per operator; (ii)
binding to a single specific operator is weak; (iii) binding to
adjacent operators is highly cooperative; (iv) binding causes
DNA bending; and (v) the difference in affinity for specific
and non-specific sites is small, presumably reflecting flexible
sequence recognition. The presence of these features in Apl
supports the idea that this basic mode of DNA binding is
universal in this group of proteins (13,14).

Taking advantage of Apl’s activity as a transcriptional re-
pressor and by using operator mutants, we were able to gen-
erate in vivo data that enabled model-based extraction of es-
timates for the basic biochemical parameters for Apl bind-
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Figure 7. Simulation of DNase footprinting data for (A) three and (B) five operators, respectively, reproduces the observed spreading of Apl binding into
flanking DNA sequences.

ing. A simple model that uses two DNA binding affinities
for Apl (specific and non-specific) and a single parameter
for cooperation between adjacent monomers was able to re-
produce the in vivo and in vitro binding data reasonably well.
Monomer binding to a single site was estimated to have KDs
of ∼12.5 �M (�G of −6.9 kcal/mol) for a specific opera-
tor, and ∼58 �M (�G of −6.0 kcal/mol) for a non-specific
site. The fitted value for cooperativity, F ∼50 is equivalent
to a �G of −2.4 kcal/mol. Although these values should be
regarded with caution, they compare reasonably with esti-
mates for other DNA-binding proteins. In gel-shift experi-
ments, a KD of 1 �M was estimated for P22 Xis binding to
a DNA with a single operator (13), and weak but detectable
binding to single operators at nM concentrations was seen
for � Xis (42), HP1 Cox (43) and Gifsy-1 Xis (4) suggest-
ing single site affinities that are substantially higher than
Apl. Thus, it seems that Apl’s affinity for its specific sites
is relatively low, hence more binding sites may be needed in
order to compensate. The 12.5 �M KD is an average over
all the Apl operators at pR-pL, but as the consensus is not
strictly conserved, some operators may have higher affinity
than others.

The relative levels of intermediate species seen in gel shifts
with multiple operator DNA, and the coordinate occupa-
tion of multiple adjacent sites in DNAseI footprinting ex-
periments reflects a balance between binding affinity and
cooperativity. Our model allowed us to derive a quantitative
measure of cooperativity, a parameter which is not available
for other RDFs. Apl’s cooperativity factor of ∼50 is com-
parable to F = 60–130 between � CI dimers ( = −2.5 to −3
kcal/mol; (39), but less than the ∼2000 (−4.7 kcal/mol) for
HK022 repressor dimers (44).

Hence, the derived values for both binding affinity and
cooperativity are comparable to other regulators of expres-
sion, and both affinity and cooperativity can be tuned for
the desired regulatory outcomes.

The DNA binding mode and RDF function

The conservation of DNA binding mode amongst RDFs
suggests that it is particularly suited to allow RDFs to fos-
ter a specific spatial arrangement of the DNA flanking their

binding sites in order to create appropriate DNA substrates
for binding of the integrase and other recombination pro-
teins.

Strong cooperativity between adjacent RDFs is likely to
be needed to impart a static bend and a stiffening of the
DNA to fix an optimal recombination structure. Each ad-
ditional binding site provides an ‘architectural increment’
to this structure. Thus, a monomer/one-DNA-turn bind-
ing unit for an RDF may be an advantage over a typical
dimer/two-DNA-turn binding unit because it allows for
smaller architectural increments in the evolutionary con-
struction of att sites.

The ability to spread into adjacent sites provides an ‘RDF
concentration window’ for the creation of a particular DNA
structure, since one less or more RDF in the chain is likely
to significantly change the overall DNA arrangement. How
the length of the RDF chain responds to RDF concentra-
tion can be readily tuned by alterations in the DNA se-
quence to foster or hinder the addition of the next monomer
in the chain or by alteration in the cooperativity between
RDFs. Spreading may also position the RDF where it
can make favourable or competitive contacts with other
recombination proteins, providing further concentration-
dependent regulation of recombination. Mattis et al. (13)
proposed that occupation of non-specific sites that overlap
Int binding sites may cause high concentrations of P22 Xis
to inhibit reintegration after excision.

The DNA binding mode and transcriptional regulation

Although the DNA binding properties of Apl and other
RDFs seem well suited to their recombinational role, two
features can also be used to provide effective and unusual
transcriptional regulation. The first is highly cooperative
binding, a feature that is common amongst transcription
factors and which is used to generate sharp transitions
between promoter activity and inactivity in response to
small changes in regulator concentration (35). The second
is spreading. Spreading from specific sites into non-specific
sites is not often used in transcriptional control. One exam-
ple is the ParB family of proteins, which mediate chromo-
some partitioning in various replicons. These are dimeric
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HTH proteins that bind to specific ‘centromere’ sites but
also are capable of spreading kilobase distances into adja-
cent DNA (45). This spreading is able to silence adjacent
genes and may play a role in the partitioning process. Sim-
ilar spreading has been observed for the Drosophila tran-
scription factor Yan and its human homologue TEL/ETV6
(35).

The spreading of an RDF from its specific operators at
att could in theory allow repression of the promoter for
the recombinase gene when this is located adjacent to att
but somewhat distant from the primary RDF binding sites.
However, in P4 and KplE1, specific RDF sites at att over-
lap the integrase promoter (12,46,18), so spreading is not
required, at least in these cases.

A spreading mechanism seems to be used in control of the
lytic and lysogenic promoters of many P2 related bacterio-
phages. In these phages, the lytic and lysogenic promoters
are arranged face-to-face and the primary operators for the
immunity repressor lie over the lytic promoter, whilst the
Apl/Cox operators are distinct from these and tend to lie
over the lysogenic promoter or between the transcriptional
start sites (23). In all tested cases, the Apl/Cox proteins re-
press the lysogenic promoter (41,19,21), and in some cases
also the lytic promoter. It is not clear to what degree the
ability of Apl to spread into non-specific sites is important
for its regulation of pL and pR, since specific sites overlap
both promoters. If binding to non-specific sites is removed
in the model, then repression is weakened, but only slightly
(repression can be restored by small increases in B or F).
However, in P2, Cox repression of the pe early lytic pro-
moter at high concentrations may be due to its spreading
from its specific sites over the lysogenic promoter into non-
specific sequences at pe. The face-to-face arrangement of
the lytic and lysogenic promoters in P2-like phages provides
sequence between the promoters that can be used to specify
Apl/Cox binding and to set the required balance of repres-
sion by adjustment of spreading, without compromising the
sequences for RNAP recognition or for immunity repressor
binding. In contrast, in the lambdoid phages, the arrange-
ment is more compact, with the lytic and lysogenic promot-
ers back-to-back and the immunity repressor and Cro pro-
tein sharing the same operators. Thus, those features that
make Apl and the other Cox proteins able to function as
RDFs also adapt them well for their roles as lytic regula-
tors of the face-to-face lytic and lysogenic promoters.
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